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ABSTRACT
People’s negative reactions to online behavioral advertising (OBA) are well-documented. However, past work has primarily focused on cataloguing these reactions and exploring how to change them, rather than understanding the ways these negative reactions affect people’s lived experiences. Drawing upon scholarship on socio-technical harms in human-computer interaction and computer-supported cooperative work, we investigate and categorize the different ways people report having been harmed by OBA. Through an online survey with 420 participants, we identified four key harms arising from OBA: psychological distress, loss of autonomy, constriction of user behavior, and algorithmic marginalization and traumatization. We next discuss the “slow violence” inflicted by OBA and the normalization of people’s affective discomfort with OBA, and how the two can present an opportunity for researchers to re-conceptualize OBA—and the invasive data practices it entails—as not just abstractly concerning to people, but as actively harmful.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Usability in security and privacy; • Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in HCI.

ACM Reference Format:

1 INTRODUCTION
Surveillance capitalism unilaterally claims human experience as free raw material... It is obscene to suppose that this harm can be reduced to the obvious fact that users receive no fee for the raw material they supply...the essence of the exploitation here is the rendering of our
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lives as behavioral data for the sake of others’ improved control of us.
— Shoshana Zuboff [49]

Surveillance capitalism—the profit-driven collection and commodification of personal data by private corporations—has resulted in the gradual erosion of privacy, leaving people with “no exit, no voice, and no loyalty; only helplessness, resignation, and psychic numbing” [49]. Its key driver: online behavioral advertising (OBA), or “the practice of tracking an individual’s online activities in order to deliver advertising tailored to the individual’s interests.” [18]

While OBA has been touted as a way to efficiently match advertisers and users, people have myriad concerns about the practice. They dislike not only the specificity of their targeting but also their abundance and ubiquity, not to mention generally finding them “creepy” [22, 27, 43, 48]. All-in-all, there has been extensive documentation of the negative ways that people respond to OBA. However, we know comparatively less about how OBA materially harms people, especially through its entanglement with modern daily life. As Zuboff describes, “there are consequences to this diminishment of rights that we can neither see nor foretell” [49].

The concept of harm is both a colloquial and legal one: according to Black’s Law Dictionary [2], it is defined as “injury, loss, damage; material or tangible detriment”. Defining privacy harms is of increasing interest in legal scholarship [12, 15]. Whereas financial losses and physical injury can be clearly identifiable as harms in a court of law [15], privacy harms like those entailed by OBA are less well-understood and often unrecognized. For example, a user might be alarmed to see embarrassing personal shopping history pop up in targeted ads on a work device. Or, they might feel spied on when they see a targeted ad for a product they thought they only discussed out loud with a friend. Insidiously, however, these small, seemingly mundane events can accumulate into a loss of control over interpersonal context and being constantly surveilled without consent [49]—in other words, a lived experience of fear and powerlessness [6].

Other experiences with OBA can be more evidently harmful. Advertisers, implicitly or explicitly, can infer and target specific sensitivities and vulnerabilities to increase clicks and sales: e.g., mental and physical health conditions [13]; demographic characteristics like age, gender identity, sexual orientation, race, etc.; bereavement; and unhealthy body stigma [20]. Ads based on these personal and psychological vulnerabilities can entail harmful consequences:
users might, e.g., call their self image into question or reveal details about their personal identity without their consent.

In this work, we ask, "How does online behavioral advertising harm people?" Through a survey of 420 participants online, we investigated and categorized people’s lived experiences of harm from OBA. Specifically, we asked participants to share with us a recent privacy-violating experience with OBA that they felt was personally impactful. In analyzing these accounts, we identified four main types of harms arising from OBA:

1. Psychological distress. Broad negative mental or cognitive effects related to OBA.
2. Loss of autonomy. Denial or limiting of opportunity to make own choices.
3. Constriction of user behavior. Alteration of user interactions with technical systems in response to other OBA harms.
4. Algorithmic marginalization and traumatization. Harms specific to personal characteristics (i.e., demographics) or vulnerabilities (e.g., sensitive medical information).

We then contextualize users’ tendency to normalize these harms within both the concept of "slow violence" [20, 32], and a legal landscape that struggles to recognize privacy harms as concrete injuries [12, 15]. We argue that FAccT, HCI, and privacy researchers have an imperative to consider these contexts in future work, so as to help legitimize these experiences as harms to be mitigated and worth redress. In our analysis, we also suggest two potential first steps for future work: empirical measurement of the four types of OBA harms we identified, and documentation of protective actions that people have taken to evade these harms. In so doing, we can facilitate the formal recognition of OBA harms and institute processes to mitigate and redress these harms.

To summarize, we make two key contributions in this paper:
- A typology of privacy harms from OBA based on a large-scale empirical study.
- A discussion of how formal recognition of OBA’s privacy harms can be a first step to alleviate them.

2 RELATED WORK

In this work, we examined how OBA can harm people. We build on prior work of not only user perceptions of online behavioral advertising—including attempts to change these perceptions, such as through user education and increased transparency—but also harm in socio-technical systems.

2.1 Online behavioral advertising

Online targeted ads are highly effective at engaging users to click. Broadly speaking, however, people have various reasons to dislike online targeted ads, finding them creepy, privacy-invasive, and disruptive [7, 22, 39, 42, 43, 47, 48]. We build on this by specifically examining negative effects of OBA on people’s lived experiences, beyond descriptive perceptions of or affective responses to OBA. We view these effects through a lens of harm, which we ground in literature discussed in more detail in the following subsection. Past work on the harms of ad targeting has primarily focused on targeting based on political interests, which can limit user exposure to diverse viewpoints [9, 10] (a phenomenon reinforced and exacerbated by the ad delivery mechanisms themselves [4]). However, as Gak et al. [20] point out, what an ad algorithm deems as “interests” can easily be someone’s vulnerability, e.g., sensitive health topics like weight-loss ads. In our work, however, we examine not just the harms of sensitive “interest”-based targeting, but also broad emotional and psychological harms to autonomy and the way people go about their day-to-day lives.

Mental models and folk theories also influence the way that people approach and respond to OBA. Yao et al. [47] found that user understanding of OBA can vary along three dimensions: who tracks the user’s information, where the information is stored, and how the ads are delivered. To address these perceptions, prior work has tried to increase user awareness and agency about OBA, primarily via greater algorithmic transparency [27, 33, 44, 45] and providing more user controls to hold advertisers accountable; two thirds of the FAccT field name itself—Accountability and Transparency—mirror this tendency. But these approaches can also harm people. For one, online privacy notices can be confusing or too long for users to read [25, 28]; users who do read them can become alarmed and carry greater psychological burdens with the knowledge that their privacy is being violated [19, 27, 30]. More user control also does not mean more privacy [11], but can rather burden users further [40]. Finally, as we will show in the sections to come, when people believe they have exhausted all possible avenues to evade targeted ads, they feel frustrated and trapped.

Further, even with transparency and awareness measures in place, people might not take advantage of such measures or trust in advertisers and corporations to fully protect their privacy. As Lee et al. [27] found, users reject viewing explanations for targeted ads due to a sense of helplessness and resignation: since they felt powerless to change anything about the targeting, they did not want to know more about it. As another example, news media has frequently debunked the myth that Facebook secretly listens to real-life conversations via users’ mobile phones and targets ads from those conversations; however, people persistently believe this rumor due to mistrust in Facebook and Meta. Das et al. help explain why through a recent review of barriers to end-user privacy and security behaviors [16]: awareness is only one barrier that must be overcome—people also have low motivation because they feel helpless, and have little ability to verify and control what data harvesters collect. In our work, we also explore the ways that this mistrust and helplessness burdens and harms people.

2.2 Harms and socio-technical systems

We draw upon a rich history of literature in the fields of computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW), human-computer interaction (HCI), and FAccT that examines the relationship between computing and social justice, and how users can be oppressed and marginalized by such systems [5, 8, 13, 14, 31]. For example, Seberger et al. [37] distinguish between the “power to” do something technical that a particular app grants a user, and the “power over” the user that the app and its institutional back-end has over the user; this tension forms a user ambivalence to privacy that opens the door to more invasive data practices. Related work [38] found that this “affective discomfort” has become normalized in the user experience. In our work, we explore how OBA can inflict this persistent feeling and how it harms users.
OBA also leads to specific harms of its own. As discussed previously, people exhibit negative affective responses to OBA, disliking their repetitive nature [48] and the specificity of their targeting [43]. Milano et al. [29] also proposed a taxonomy of potential harms primarily based on the context and content of OBA: (1) bad content (e.g., using sexist stereotypes to promote a shaving product to men), (2) omission of essential content (e.g., hard-to-reach communities not seeing public health ads for a vaccine), (3) exploitative context (e.g., exploiting users’ personal vulnerabilities, similar to [20]), and (4) deprived context (e.g., a job-seeker not seeing job ads in their area). And, more recently, Gak et al. [20] previously extensively examined the specific relationships between targeted weight loss ads and users with histories of disordered eating, and the consequent harms of that relationship.

Prior work has not, to our knowledge, analyzed user-reported harms of OBA generally. We hope to show in our work that OBA, coupled with its inextricability from modern daily life, causes evident harms in people’s day-to-day lives. We situate our contributions in the broader landscape of privacy harms, theorized by both Calo [12] and Citron and Solove [15], who assert that harms from privacy violations are currently inconsistently recognized by courts, and that certain non-financial and non-physical harms from privacy violations should be as cognizable as financial and physical ones. As we will argue in Section 5, the FAccT, HCI, and privacy communities have a similar imperative to legitimize these harms and recognize user experiences as human experiences.

### 3 METHODOLOGY

While the literature is clear that people find OBA creepy, unsettling, and threatening, how OBA materially and negatively impacts lived experience remains unclear. Building on prior work systematizing the harms of socio-technical systems, we aimed to systematize the many concrete ways OBA can harm. We conducted an online survey on Prolific, a crowd-work platform, with 420 participants who had indicated in a screener questionnaire that they had previously experienced a privacy violation related to online targeted advertising. We applied an inductive approach to qualitative data analysis. One member of the research team read through each of the accounts provided by participants and performed open coding, iteratively updating the codebook as necessary. The researcher then performed an initial round of axial coding to consolidate codes into different types of reactions to online targeted advertising, as well as any descriptions of the content of the ads or where the experience took place. A second researcher independently coded the data according to the codebook. Through multiple discussions, all members of the research team consolidated and synthesized the concepts into broader categories. The codebook, grouped by preliminary categories, can be viewed in Appendix A.

### 3.1 Recruitment, ethics, compensation

We first screened 1275 potential participants by asking them if they had recently experienced feeling violated by OBA. These potential participants were adults located in the United States, fluent in English, and active users of Internet-based services like social media, a smartphone, or a smart home device. This screener took on average less than a minute to complete; participants were compensated 0.25 USD on the Prolific platform. Those who answered “yes” to the screener (n=420) were recruited to participate in the main study, a survey on Prolific, a crowd-work platform, with 420 participants providing by participants and performed open coding, iteratively updating the codebook as necessary. The researcher then performed an initial round of axial coding to consolidate codes into different types of reactions to online targeted advertising, as well as any descriptions of the content of the ads or where the experience took place. A second researcher independently coded the data according to the codebook. Through multiple discussions, all members of the research team consolidated and synthesized the concepts into broader categories. The codebook, grouped by preliminary categories, can be viewed in Appendix A.

### 3.2 Survey

There were three main components to the survey. First, after reminding participants that they had previously told us that they had a recent privacy-violating experience involving OBA, we asked if they wanted to tell us about the experience in more detail. Because such experiences can be sensitive in nature and difficult to talk about, we gave participants the option not to tell us about the experience at all. Second, if a participant agreed to share their experience, to encourage richer qualitative contributions beyond simply describing it as "creepy", we suggested details to include in their account of the experience: the parties and information involved, any actions they took in response to the incident, emotional reactions, changes in how they used the Internet, or why the incident was personally impactful. If a participant chose not to share an account, to ensure participants were being equally compensated for the same amount of work, we asked them if there were other privacy harms or violations unrelated to OBA they would be willing to share instead. Finally, we asked the participants why they did or did not, respectively, choose to contribute to our study.

### 3.3 Analysis

To understand the many ways OBA can harm or burden people, we applied an inductive approach to qualitative data analysis. One member of the research team read through each of the accounts provided by participants and performed open coding, iteratively updating the codebook as necessary. The researcher then performed an initial round of axial coding to consolidate codes into different types of reactions to online targeted advertising, as well as any descriptions of the content of the ads or where the experience took place. A second researcher independently coded the data according to the codebook. Through multiple discussions, all members of the research team consolidated and synthesized the concepts into broader categories. The codebook, grouped by preliminary categories, can be viewed in Appendix A.
The qualitative accounts, by their privacy-violating nature, described how online targeted ads negatively affected participants. We thus grouped codes and concepts based on the nature of the negative effect the experience had on the participants; more specifically, we examined them through a lens of harm. As aforementioned, through our coding process and multiple iterative discussions, and taking inspiration from prior work [15, 20, 48], we developed four broad categories of harms that we summarize in Table 2 and discuss in detail in Section 4.

4 FINDINGS

We first provide a demographic breakdown of participants based on whether they chose to contribute an account of their experiences. We then report on a broad overview of the online platforms where these accounts took place. Finally, in the bulk of the section, we discuss four broad categories of harms that can arise from online behavioral advertising: psychological distress, loss of autonomy, behavior constriction, and algorithmic marginalization and traumatization. We note that these harms are not mutually exclusive, but have distinguishing characteristics as described in Table 2.

4.1 Quantitative breakdown

4.1.1 Participant demographics. In total, 315 participants chose to share an account; 105 chose not to. A summary of the demographics of our participants can be found in Table 1. They are grouped by whether or not they chose to contribute an account of their experiences.

4.1.2 Where accounts took place. Over half of participants mentioned specific companies or websites as the source of their experiences with OBA. Meta products were the most-mentioned site of violating experiences, with 84 participants mentioning an experience involving Facebook, and 55 mentioning Instagram. 49 participants mentioned Google, and 18 mentioned YouTube specifically. 20 participants mentioned Amazon or Alexa devices. Only 5 participants mentioned TikTok. 140 participants did not name any specific company or site; however, 34 of these participants mentioned seeing ads on “social media” generally, and 10 participants said the advertising was “everywhere”.

4.2 Psychological distress

Psychological harms involve a wide range of negative mental responses, but typically fall into two primary buckets: emotional distress, i.e., painful or unpleasant feelings; and disturbance, i.e., disruption to peace of mind. In the following subsections, we discuss different examples of both types of psychological harms.

4.2.1 General emotional distress. As Citron and Solove argue [15], one of the most common types of harm caused by privacy violations is emotional distress. Our participants’ experiences provide empirical support for this claim: a fifth of accounts mentioned feeling unsettled by or uncomfortable with the specificity of targeted ads. For example, P326 expressed discomfort with the uncertainty and lack of transparency on what data is collected and the inferences that could be made thereof: “[Google] knew I was interested [in a new phone] because I had said so, out loud, to my girlfriend on a

private call. If they hear that, who knows what else they hear? And what could be done with that information?”

4.2.2 Disruption of browsing experience. Other participants expressed that the targeted ads disrupted their normal browsing experience. For example, P284 was angry and frustrated with seeing ads after they finished comparing an item’s price at Walmart: “I was done needing to see Walmart, and now it’s all over the searches and websites afterward.” Similarly, other participants felt that they wanted to search for things independently, rather than have that search be re-incorporated into an ad targeting experience: “You can’t just search anything anymore without being bombarded by ads” (P171). Some participants saw so many targeted ads that they had trouble distinguishing what was an ad: “I lose track of the number of real posts I see [on Facebook] vs. ads these days” (P160).

4.2.3 Information redundancy. Sometimes, the sheer amount of targeted advertising from specific advertisers resulted in participants being oversaturated with redundant information. For example, P188 was frustrated with repeatedly seeing the exact same ad from Halara, a clothing retailer: “After the third time I felt very frustrated and bored. This ad was haunting me and honestly I don’t think I would buy from this company now. It annoyed me so much. I would mute my computer while it played and try to skip it as soon as possible.” Another participant who was targeted with ads from a guitar retailer said they were “inundated with advertising...for other guitars on unrelated sites repeatedly. This presumes upon my attention and cognitive/emotional space and angers me” (P243). This inundation could also translate to a loss of time and effort in real life. P154 noted that even if they had blocked ads online, they still received corresponding physical marketing in the mail: “I’ve cleared my cache and cookies since but I’ll be receiving snail mail for generations. I get angry about this marketing because it consumes my time to throw everything away...I have to shred every offer that comes in the mail. Waste of paper, waste of resources, waste of time and energy.”

4.2.4 Questioning own browsing behavior. Beyond feeling annoyed or overwhelmed by targeted ads, however, we also found that participants frequently tried to guess at where the ads came from. This echoes prior work [27] that found that users wanted explanations for ad targeting to confirm their own preconceptions of how their data was collected or the motives of advertisers. For example, multiple participants mentioned that ads “must have” come from their browsing and search history or their online chats with friends and family. P358 surmised that ads related to their personal shopping showed up on their work computer due to sometimes logging into their personal accounts at work: “We are a Microsoft-based system [at work] but at times I have clients send me Google Drives, etc. which requires me to log into my Gmail. I suspect that is how these ads came to be on my work computer.” Some participants approached ads like a mystery to be solved with breadcrumbs of all the places where they had encountered certain ads:

When I turned on another computer that I watch streaming television on, the same topic ads were on there, as well. I concluded that Google targets ads by your router’s IP...and then dispenses ads to all machines connected that IP, through your router. If you look up porn, be aware that porn ads could show up on your computer,
Distinguishing characteristics

Denial or limiting of opportunity to make own choices.

Lack of control or consent over not only targeting, but also secondary contexts like interpersonal relationships and purchasing behaviors.

Alteration of user interactions with technical systems in response to other OBA harms.

Losses in usability and utility of devices and services due to adopting additional privacy and security behaviors, as well as the time and resources associated with such evasive actions.

Harms specific to personal characteristics (i.e., demographics) or vulnerabilities (e.g., sensitive medical information).

Feelings of diminishment associated with highlighting user-specific characteristics, rather than broader senses unease or overwhelming.

### Table 2: Descriptions of the types of harms and their distinguishing characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harm</th>
<th>General description</th>
<th>Distinguishing characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Psychological distress</td>
<td>Broad negative mental or cognitive effects related to OBA in general.</td>
<td>General emotional distress, i.e., painful or unpleasant feelings, or disruptions to peace of mind.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of autonomy</td>
<td>Denial or limiting of opportunity to make own choices.</td>
<td>Lack of control or consent over not only targeting, but also secondary contexts like interpersonal relationships and purchasing behaviors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constriction of user behavior</td>
<td>Alteration of user interactions with technical systems in response to other OBA harms.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithmic marginalization and traumatization</td>
<td>Harms specific to personal characteristics (i.e., demographics) or vulnerabilities (e.g., sensitive medical information).</td>
<td>Feelings of diminishment associated with highlighting user-specific characteristics, rather than broader senses unease or overwhelming.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2.5 Paranoia from suspicion of eavesdropping.

When their investigations into the origins of targeted ads reached dead ends, participants often felt that the only possible explanation was that their devices were eavesdropping on them. Several participants felt that merely mentioning a product in a real life conversation with a friend or family member would result in seeing ads for that product, whether it be spices (P42), cat food (P49), electric toothbrushes (P56), hula hoops (P90), or press-on nails (P131). While the concept of smart and mobile devices—in particular, Facebook and Meta—eavesdropping on users via microphones has been frequently debunked in popular news media and prior work [34], the myth persists. The lack of transparency and trustworthiness surrounding these ad targeting practices[6] necessitates misguided guesswork on the part of the users, which results in concrete harms: constant suspicion, fear, and paranoia.

The immediacy and consistency with which targeted ads appear made participants suspicious of their microphone-enabled devices: “An Alexa device was in the same room, but was off, or so we thought. On more than one occasion the items we discussed showed up almost immediately on our devices (email, internet ads, social media, etc.).” (P20). Similarly, P60 shares:

> I don’t have an Alexa or anything like that, but somehow my phone is apparently listening anyway? I don’t know what to think. These are private conversations! And I know that I haven’t just entered any of that into the search window on my phone or computer. It has happened far too many times for it to be coincidence and all

Some more tech-savvy participants admitted that even though they were educated otherwise about microphone eavesdropping, they still felt concerned. For example, as P1 described, “While I know rationally that these programs aren’t listening, it is very unsettling that they are reading my data to target ads to me.” Similarly, P36 said they closed the Instagram app on their phone as soon as they were done using it, even though “I know it supposedly doesn’t listen in but rather tracks you in other ways… but sometimes the ads are a little too targeted for comfort”. P55 adds that the targeting is simply too accurate and immediate to ignore: “While it is possible that it’s a coincidence and social media shouldn’t have access to my microphone to capture data and tailor advertisements to me, I can’t help but feel creeped out and paranoid that I’m being recorded at all times.” These persistent fears are direct vectors to psychological harm.

### 4.3 Loss of autonomy

Autonomy harms involve accounts where participants were prevented from making their own choices, either via being directly denied these choices, being tricked into thinking their choices were freely made when they were not, or being limited in the choices they could make. These harms recall Zuboff [50], who wrote that in surveillance capitalism, “the surest way for advertisers to predict behavior is to intervene at its source and shape it”. In the following subsections, we discuss different types of autonomy harms.

#### 4.3.1 Lack of consent or control over targeting.

One of the most common concerns that participants voiced was that they did not consent to being targeted for online advertising. Some participants, for example, felt violated when they saw online advertisements based on purchases they’d made in a physical store. P77 shared how they had seen ads related to groceries they bought in a physical store, but had never expressly consented to connecting these purchases with any shopping website or app: “I feel it should be against the law to... invade my privacy without express permission each time they want to do something like this.”

Others felt like they had no control over the nature of the targeting, even when the targeting was incorrect. For example, one participant was researching flooring materials on behalf of their mother, but still received endless ads related to it. They felt frustrated at being misunderstood:
The flooring isn’t really for me, but just in my searching, I’ve had countless ads and emails sent to me about all kinds of flooring. I’ve even had other companies sending me info about flooring. I feel like I’m being attacked by a salesman at a used car dealership and I really have no control over it. (P351)

Other participants noted that even though they understood their data was being collected online, it still felt like a breach of consent. Participants found the pervasiveness and specificity of the ads overwhelming, describing a mission or scope creep of sorts: “It’s not even what I’m doing anymore, it’s everything I am thinking” (P49).

4.3.2 Lack of control over self-presentation. Several participants mentioned seeing ads on devices they used at work that were related to interests in their personal life, or vice versa. This exemplifies context collapse, or “how people, information, and norms from one context seep into the bounds of another” [17]. Participants who experienced context collapse felt they had little control over the consequences, usually in the form of the targeted ads unwittingly revealing private information about themselves.

One immediate harm of this phenomenon was social embarrassment, as P358 writes:

About a year ago, I had been shopping for lingerie for my honeymoon. This was only on my personal laptop. I had a coworker in my office looking up some information with me. I believe it was thesaurus.com or something like that, but I can’t fully remember because what was ON the page was so mortifying. There, in front of my coworker, on my WORK computer, were specialized ads for lingerie. I was so embarrassed. I tried to ignore the ads that seemed to be disproportionately large on the screen. My coworker thankfully did not mention them, but now probably thinks I shop for lingerie while at work.

Other participants noted that even friends who talk to them about sensitive problems could influence the ads they saw and result in negative outcomes. For example, P124 mentioned speaking to a friend about the friend’s pending divorce, and subsequently got ads related to divorce lawyers. This made the participant concerned that their own spouse would accidentally see these ads and misinterpret them: “This could potentially lead to misunderstandings with my spouse. What if I was showing them something on my phone and a divorce attorney ad came up?”

Relatively, participants also experienced context collapse with family members directly. P363, who had shared their Facebook credentials with their mother, described how their mother saw ads related to her browsing history. The ads thus revealed private information about P363 to their mother without their consent, making P363’s relationship with their mother “uncomfortable for a long time”. Another participant shared that a surprise birthday gift for their husband was ruined when the husband was targeted with ads related to the participant’s search history. As a result of this ruined surprise (a harm in itself), they began altering the way they used the Internet out of persistent concern that future surprises could be ruined too:

I have started only using my desktop at work to search for presents for people in my family. I’m paranoid even to buy gifts for my parents and in-laws on our family computer, though they don’t live with us and the chances they will use our family desktop to search the web is very small. But just in case one day they need to use the computer, I don’t want them to see the gift I am searching for them! (P192)

Similarly, P265, who researched medical treatments on behalf of a friend, felt constantly reminded of their friend’s heart problems. They also now felt burdened with protecting not only their own privacy, but that of their friend, too: “I was not looking up the information for myself, but for a friend. I cannot go to most sites without seeing ads for TAVR (transcatheter aortic valve replacement) and now other heart problems. I will be careful about searching for sensitive information for both myself and my friends”. P239 offered a similarly sensitive account of searching for resources for their sister-in-law who was dealing with marital rape: “I started seeing ads related to mental health to help rape victims. I do not know who actually made the ads. It was a constant reminder of the abuse that she went through.”

4.3.3 Encouraging negative purchasing habits. A few participants felt compelled to buy things they did not need because they kept seeing ads for them. For example, P35 described themselves as “impulsive with my money”, and said that a stream of targeted ads “makes it hard to use social media when I see ads for clothing that I want but cannot afford.”

4.3.4 Limiting consumer choice. On the other hand, for some participants, companies that used OBA were so off-putting that it compelled them to limit their choice set of things to buy and shop elsewhere, so as not to reward bad behavior. Several participants stated that the fact the advertiser was directly pandering to them made them not want to purchase anything from that advertiser. For example, a few participants felt that if an advertiser was spending so many resources on marketing targeted toward them, it must be a signal of a deficiency in the products being advertised. P18 wondered, “If they [an e-bike company] have the budget to spend so much on targeted advertising, what is wrong with their e-bikes? I wonder if they are charging too much or that the product is of much lower quality than their competitors.” More bluntly, P408 said, “I become so disinterested and put off by these practices I look at other brands, and I would NEVER click on such an ad regardless of my level of seriousness to purchase such a product.”

4.4 Constriction of user behavior

As we argued previously, users can face usability burdens when dealing with online targeted ads. Multiple participants mentioned taking privacy-protecting measures, such as disabling advertising-related tracking, deleting accounts on retail websites, and erasing browsing history. But even though they went through so much effort, participants felt they could not escape the ads. Despite having all “privacy flags available set to the maximum”, P167 said, “the tracking persists. I feel powerless to prevent this from occurring.” Not
only are the effort and time taken to implement these seemingly futile measures an unwelcome burden for the average user to bear, but users are also penalized with a loss in usability and utility when they are forced to use services or devices in less-than-optimal ways.

Perceptions of microphone eavesdropping elicited specific actions from participants. One participant mentioned disabling Siri on their iPhone "so that it was not able to listen at all hours" (P19), limiting themselves from accessing the full functionality or convenience of their personal phone. We acknowledge that disabling Siri was an active choice on the part of the participant, and the immediate inconvenience of not being able to use Siri might seem like an innocuous harm. However, it’s easy to imagine a scenario where opting out of one tool can lead to more extreme consequences, or the cost of opting out is greater than simply switching off a button.

As one example of the former, P119 shared that after making therapy appointments online, they saw ads related to depression and PTSD. As a result, they stopped booking their appointments online and instead could only do so over the phone. While this might only appear to be a minor inconvenience on the surface, people with social anxiety or social phobia could find the idea of making a phone call paralyzing, and may rely on online booking services. (In Section 4.5, we discuss in detail harms that specifically come from ads with sensitive content or offensive profiling). And, as an example of the latter, P340 said that they had "removed all [Amazon] Alexa devices from their home and shut down all web camera (sic)", entailing a not-insignificant amount of time unplugging and covering up all their devices, and not to mention the money lost on purchasing the devices in the first place.

Several other participants mentioned avoiding having conversations about potential purchases or changing the way they talk to their friends to steer clear of getting related ads. For example, as P259 put it, "I take the approach 'the walls have ears' and typically act as if someone (like my boss, for example) were listening [in] on my conversation, because it's clear that what I say in private might not actually be private anymore." P55 said, out of fear of eavesdropping, they started physically separating themselves from their phone: "I don’t carry my phone with me into other rooms if I am hanging out with someone and if I need to search something up, I have to go and grab my phone from wherever I left it. I feel the need to keep distant in order to maintain some sort of privacy and to ease my paranoia."

4.5 Algorithmic marginalization and traumatization

OBA based on user interests can over-simplify those interests and home in on user vulnerabilities. Echoing prior work [20], we found that when users identified as part of a sensitive “interest” group, they were particularly vocal about being violated. We distinguish these harms from general psychological distress (Section 4.2) due to how these ads diminish people by highlighting their specific personal characteristics or vulnerabilities.

4.5.1 Violation of boundaries. Some participants felt that certain information should simply be off-limits as a basis for targeting. For example, one participant dealing with the death of a loved one felt that targeted ads related to funeral services tried to exploit their private grief: "It was inappropriate to intrude on our grieving with an attempt to get us to spend money on elaborate funeral services or gouging us for insurance" (P130).

These limits also applied to medical histories. For one, even if participants felt that the medical treatments promoted in certain targeted ads were valid, they were still disturbed that data brokers knew about their medical history and targeted them for it. For example, P244 felt that they were shown ads related to substance abuse treatment programs because of their history of opiate abuse, and were upset with how Facebook concluded this about them: "It reminded me of a very dark time that I would like to forget. I am not against the company or the treatment program, just how Facebook selected me for targeted advertising." P273 felt that seeing ads related to a medical condition on Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook, “was akin to a HIPAA violation.”

4.5.2 Amplification of self-consciousness. Multiple participants reported feeling discriminated against when they saw certain targeted ads. Some older female participants reported seeing ads related to menopause, and said they felt uncomfortable that so much attention was being drawn to their age. As P249 writes, "Few women like to have this stage of life rubbed in their faces by a social network, for 'goodness' sake...I didn’t feel ashamed; I felt really depressed. I don’t like to dwell on things that basically say to me, 'Say, I hear you’re growing OLD, girl!'” P366, who self-identified as a woman, said they started seeing ads for Botox and plastic surgeons "EVERYWHERE" when they entered their age into Instagram; they felt this promoted ageism. To avoid these ads, P366 created a new account with a fake age (evoking Section 4.4).

Participants also felt misrepresented and hurt by ads referencing neurodiversity. P2 shared an experience with ads related to autism, which unsettled them not only due to the sensitive topic, but also misleading portrayals of autism:

I was recently diagnosed with autism. In the following week, I was getting tons of ads on Facebook about "holistic medications" and "lifestyle changes" that help people to be "less autistic." Additionally, I was getting sponsored content from Autism Speaks and moms in the community. The ads were hurtful. Autism is a neurotype, not something that can be "cured", especially by unregulated supplements or diets. I think targeted misinformation like this is extremely sinister.

Similarly, specific representations of neurodiversity in targeted ads made participants self-conscious about how they were perceived by others in real life, and caused them to alter their browsing behavior. One participant felt hurt due to an ad that portrayed people with ADHD as “closed off and goofy”, and said that it “showed [ADHD] to be more lighthearted than it actually was. Now I’m a bit more self-conscious thinking others have seen the advertisement and are judging me. Now I know to be more careful with what I search” (P126).

4.5.3 Traumatic triggers. Ads related to eating disorders and body image can serve as constant painful triggers for participants, echoing prior work [20]. For example, P78, who actively participates on an anonymous eating disorder forum, started getting ads for both erectile dysfunction and weight loss programs. They felt that seeing these ads outside of the forum was "damaging to my mental
and ultimately physical health, as they are constant reminders of my restrictive eating problem.” Similarly, P206, who discussed body image and weight issues with friends and family members, noticed “an increase in various weight loss ads across my social media platforms. Instagram has given me ad after ad for diet plans and paid exercise programs. I felt like every ad I saw was pointing out my insecurities and confirming my embarrassment in my appearance. Since this started, I have felt very unsafe on the internet.”

In a similar vein, participants dealing with bereavement also felt that seeing ads related to funeral services prevented them from moving on with their grief. P341, completely exasperated, expressed regret at looking up headstones for their grandmother on Google: “Well that was a mistake, because to this day I get reminded multiple times a day that I had to lay my grandmother to rest. I see multiple ads a day on Google, Facebook. I’m over it. I just want to be able to mourn and let it go. At this point I don’t want to ever Google anything again.”

4.5.4 Fear of social exposure. Beyond the immediately obvious harms of reductive ads based on demographics, participants also worried about secondary social ramifications of such ads. For example, participants who were members of the LGBTQ community felt alarmed that data brokers had algorithmically profiled their gender identity and sexual orientation. For one, they expressed anxiety about how these characteristics were inferred in the first place, especially if they themselves had not yet come out. For example, P173 wrote:

I am closeted on Facebook (not out as trans, neutral name, lots of family members added, had not yet changed my pronouns on the site) and it started advertising products aimed specifically at trans men to me—[chest] binders, online medical services for HRT [hormone replacement therapy], etc. I had not shopped for any relevant products. I do not know why Facebook decided I was/am a trans man. I am anonymous on other Facebook products like Instagram, no mention of gender or pronouns there at all, let alone my correct pronouns.

As another, more immediate danger, P164 shared how they were afraid of exposure of their gender identity at work. This fear also constricted how they used their phone at work:

My coworkers do not know that I am transgender. Before a meeting we were all...scrolling through our phones. I got a targeted ad for a trans pride flag that was large and very visible. I immediately got scared that people behind or beside me would see so I quickly closed my phone and put it away. Now I don’t open my phone when I’m in the same room with coworkers. I’m not trying to get outed in an unsafe way.

Participants who were already out were still concerned. P214, for example, described a conversation with their boyfriend about underwear unrelated to their sexual orientation, but seemingly led to targeted ads about underwear for gay men: “It felt wrong, especially when being gay is criminalized in some countries and even demonized among communities in the U.S. It’s potentially dangerous if someone else sees an ad that’s targeted towards something private about you.”

5 DISCUSSION

Our participants shared personal accounts of how online behavioral advertising harmed them by disrupting their peace of mind, eroding their autonomy, impeding on their day-to-day lives, and predating on their personal Vulnerabilities. Yet, many still prefaced their responses with qualifiers like, “it may not seem like a hugely violating deal” (P12). As Seberger et al. [38] write, these violations do not become “less catastrophic or problematic upon regular repetition” but rather normalized: the authors reference the salience of the word “creepy” in the consumer vocabulary as a proxy for the undefined, constant institutional rebalancing of user convenience against violating data practices.

The mundanity of targeted ads makes it difficult for users to devote specific attention to fighting it; as Gak et al. [20] argue, the embeddedness of harmful targeted ads in a typical user’s digital experience typecasts them as “non-events” to which users become habituated and numb. Literary scholar Rob Nixon [32] coined the term “slow violence” to describe things like the normalization of seemingly small harms. Slow violence, as Nixon defines it, consists of “calamities that are slow and long lasting, calamities that patiently dispense their devastation while remaining outside our flickering attention spans”. Originally conceptualized by Nixon in reference to environmental degradation and climate change, slow violence was adapted by Gak et al. [20] to OBA. In this section, we examine how giving legal recognition to this slow violence can be a first step to mitigating privacy harms on a systemic level. We then explore how we as researchers can better support users in achieving this recognition.

5.1 Legally recognizing privacy harms

As a start, as early as 1980, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has recognized that small harms, in aggregate, can be sufficiently substantial if suffered by a large number of people1. However, as regulators can only address a small fraction of these privacy harms at any given time, more attention is given to flashier violations that are well-understood to cause harm to users, e.g., large-scale data breaches like the Equifax breach in 2017, which resulted in hefty FTC fines. But these one-off, ad-hoc solutions don’t necessarily mesh with the slow violence of OBA. For example, Wu et al. [46] found that when a group of users collectively preferred an apology from Instagram as a solution to offensive algorithmic profiling—in other words, a recognition of harm—security and privacy experts dismissed the users’ preferences as naive and fraught with implementation challenges. In this way, as Nixon [32] argues, the extended temporality of slow violence hides a more sinister foundation of social inequality: the people who experience the small harms of OBA and surveillance capitalism have unequal education, access, and power relative to the security and privacy experts who dismiss them.

One remedial measure is recognizing privacy harms, legally, in the same light as other sorts of harm. Currently, courts do not recognize privacy harms that don’t involve tangible financial or physical injury. However, as Citron and Solove [15] write, “Individuals whose privacy has been violated need to hear the message

that law is concerned with the harms they have suffered. Law’s recognition of privacy harms tells individuals that their suffering is real and that their suffering is not just a fact of life that should be endured, but harm that should not be tolerated. Individuals can see themselves as harmed.”

As one example, the targeted ads that could ostensibly result from microphone eavesdropping are, to users, indistinguishable from those based on cross-site tracking and algorithmic profiling. Both conceptualizations of OBA, regardless of actual practice, can lead to the same harmful outcomes of fear, distress, and unease in users, causing them to alter the way they handle their devices and hold conversations in real life. Thus, would more user education and transparency about the latter method being close to the truth than the former do anything to mitigate these feelings? Instead, a formal recognition that these harms carry a real burden can be used to actually redress those harms by, e.g., establishing legal precedent and allowing for the allocation of remedial resources (e.g., funding, headcount) to mitigate those harms.

5.2 Moving away from designing for the OBA “user experience”

Beyond legal recognition, we as FAccT, HCI, and privacy researchers also have an imperative to consider and mitigate harms. Developing tools and interfaces to increase user control and better educate users on how their data is being used is necessary but not sufficient to combat the slow violence of harmful targeted ads. As Seberger et al. [38] argue, these “solutions” may simplify privacy problems into bite-size, solvable pieces, but they fail to address the larger problem of the normalization of affective discomfort, which “perpetuates the associated conditions of exploitation and legitimizes invasive data practices that are detrimental to the dignity of people”. Echoing prior arguments by Herley [23, 24] on why users choose not to take certain security advice, we contend the same for privacy: privacy dashboards, private browsing, and cookie blocking will not fully assuage people’s privacy concerns. As we noted previously, regardless of what users did to enhance their privacy and security, the harms of the ads were already inescapable.

Instead of designing for discrete interactions between people and specific apps, we contend that the HCI privacy community should recognize these interactions and harms as being inextricable from larger societal concerns. As P167 suggests, our participants certainly already have:

“My concerns with targeted and behavioral advertising aren’t so much with any specific event but with the concept as a whole. The internet has become such a fundamental aspect of modern life that I can’t just remove myself from the equation without significant impact.”

On these bases, we envision two intertwined areas of future work: concrete measurement of privacy harms, and documentation of the actions that users have taken to avoid harm.

5.2.1 Measurement of harm. As we’ve iterated throughout this paper, courts have expressed doubt that there is enough evidence to demonstrate a concrete harm from privacy violations (e.g., TransUnion LLC v. Ramirez [3, 41], and Spokeo Inc. v. Robins [1]). Yet, in our work, we have collected hundreds of accounts of the concrete ways that people are harmed by OBA in their day to day lives. Future work could explore how to document these harms in a more
While not all harms can be easily quantified, it can be helpful to measure and make public harms that are quantifiable.

For example, one disruptive characteristic about OBA that participants brought up was the sheer amount of ads they saw. One first step toward concretizing this as a harm is to record the number of ads shown and how much time and data they take to load. Popular ad and cookie blockers (e.g., PrivacyBadger\(^2\), uBlock Origin\(^3\)) already show counts of trackers and ads found and blocked during a user’s browsing experience. The Brave browser, which also blocks ads, goes one step further, calculating the amount of time and bandwidth it would have potentially taken to load them if they were not blocked; these metrics are displayed to users as bandwidth and hours “saved”, purportedly analogous to 23 USD per month per user\(^4\). Beyond automatically measurable variables like ads blocked, we can envision third-party watchdogs (e.g., EFF, Consumer Reports) developing tools that help users collectively report on ads or ad practices that distress, constrict, and marginalize. Empirically and explicitly measuring all the different OBA harms we uncovered in this work, aggregated over a “sufficiently substantial” number of users, could present compelling evidence to government officials of a privacy harm.

5.2.2 Documentation of evasive action. Ashley Gorski, a staff attorney at the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), has argued that it is often easier to “produce evidence of protective measures than evidence of secret surveillance itself” [21]. When people stop using devices or software, or switch to sub-optimal services to avoid surveillance, they are taking actions that cost them; thus, as Gorski contends, they are being injured by that amount of time and money. In other words, actions that users have taken against OBA could qualify as an injury, evoking our “constriction of user behavior” harm type. Different evasive actions might also help signal the other OBA harm types we uncovered: for example, users who provide false information about themselves might wish to avoid algorithmic marginalization, whereas those who disable their smart home device microphones may wish to avoid the psychological distress of being constantly surveilled. Thus—concurrent with documenting harms generally—measuring the amount of time, money, effort, and other resources that users take to avoid OBA is another form of evidence for courts and legislative figures.

5.3 Limitations

Our work has a few limitations. For one, our participant pool was entirely located in the United States of America, limiting the cultural scope and policy relevance of our findings. Another limitation is the use of Prolific for recruitment: while some past work has found that users on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), a similar crowdwork platform, were fairly representative of the U.S. population in S&P experiences and education [36], other work has found that they have higher privacy concerns and were better-educated about S&P than the larger U.S. public [26]. Future work could explore the extent to which users from different cultural and regulatory contexts—e.g., more collectivist countries [35], or the European Union, where the GDPR strictly enforces user consent—as well as different educational backgrounds, might hold different attitudes regarding what is harmful.

6 CONCLUSION

Online behavioral advertising is a key driver of surveillance capitalism [49], which has resulted people feeling concerned about the state of privacy but helpless to effect change [6]. The first step in empowering people is to provide a model and vocabulary for the many ways online behavioral advertising harms people. In this paper, we provide this model of lived OBA harms. Through a survey of 420 participants online, we uncovered four key types of harms that users endure from OBA: psychological distress, loss of autonomy, constriction of user behavior, and algorithmic marginalization and traumatization. We then discussed how users can become inured to these harms over time, and how formal legal recognition of these harms can be a first step to mitigating them. Finally, we recommend that FAccT, HCI, and privacy researchers reconceptualize OBA as part of a bigger picture of privacy-encroaching, actively harmful societal practices, and provide initial guidance for how we might combat and mitigate these practices.
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### Codebook

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial Category</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emotional reactions</td>
<td>distrust in institutions, feeling like I didn’t consent, frustrated, annoyed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I’m already proactive about privacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>invaded, overwhelmed by number of ads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>paranoid, surprised, unsettled, uncomfortable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional/psychological changes</td>
<td>changed perception of advertiser, feeling effects on mental health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>feeling like my thoughts are being predicted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>influenced my purchasing behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>knowing mics are not on but still feels like it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>made me more proactive about privacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wanting to guess at how ads got their data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>work/personal life crossover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical actions</td>
<td>blocking future ads, deleting app/service/account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>disabling voice assistant, stop having conversations near device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stop using app/service/account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad content origin guesses</td>
<td>my demographics, my location data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>my physical/IRL purchases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>my searches/browsing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>my smart home devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>talking out loud/mic usage, talking on social media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitive or offensive content</td>
<td>ad contains misinfo/scam, ad refers to someone else’s shopping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>generally sensitive content, generally hurtful/offensive content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>incorrect targeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>medical/health ad: general, medical/health ad: mental health</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Codebook used in analysis of survey responses. The left column, “Initial Category”, refers to non-prescriptive categories we used as references in early discussions of the data. These groupings loosely formed a basis for the typology of harms.